Introduction {#s0005}
============

Scaffolds can be called "the beating heart" of the tissue engineering field. Without the appropriate scaffold, the growth of cells in an artificial environment is not possible. Among all the various cells of the human body, bone cells are one of the most critical types that require a well-designed scaffold to allow engineered living bone. There is a growing need to repair damaged tissues such as bones or replace them with new healthy ones. Research into new approaches to create such scaffolds has been intensified in recent years, and tissue engineering combined with nanotechnology is now looked upon as a promising alternative to the existing conventional repair strategies [@b0005], [@b0010]. This multidisciplinary science is a novel approach to the restoration and reconstruction of damaged tissues. It aims to grow specific and functional tissue that can behave as well (or even better) than natural tissue [@b0015]. Basic science (chemistry, physics and engineering) is combined with life sciences (biology and medicine) in order to enhance the function of damaged tissue [@b0020]. Kidney was the first organ to be transplanted between identical twin brothers. Ronald Herrick conducted this transplant in 1954. In this procedure the donor and recipient were genetically identical which avoided adverse immune response (rejection) [@b0025]. According to recent statistics from the US Department of Health and Human Services, 22 people die each day while waiting for a transplant [@b0030]. The aim of tissue engineering is to overcome existing transplant bottlenecks by modeling biological structures with the eventual aim to construct artificial organs. Engineers working in the field of tissue engineering utilize natural or synthetic materials to fabricate scaffolds. Scaffolds should be biocompatible without any stimulation of excessive inflammation, or response by the immune system. Furthermore, scaffolds should be compatible with tissue-specific cell types and with the environments found in the body of the individual who will receive the tissue [@b0035], [@b0040]. Bone is unique amongst tissue engineering targets, since mechanical strength becomes of paramount importance, in addition to good biocompatibility and satisfactory biological function. Some studies have been undertaken to investigate the use of carbon-based nanomaterials for bone tissue engineering *in vivo.* For instance, Sitharaman et al. utilized CNT/biodegradable polymer nanocomposites for bone tissue engineering in a rabbit model. They utilized single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), especially ultra-short SWCNTs (US-SWCNTs) to fabricate polymeric scaffold materials. Their results showed the significant effects of the scaffold composition on the cell behavior and the growth rate in the microenvironment of the scaffold surface. In their report, the CNT scaffolds that did not possess the appropriate surface chemical composition did not perform well for cell growth. Their results indicated that a suitable chemical composition played a critical role in bone cell proliferation and growth [@b0045]. Therefore, the exact influence of the scaffold surface chemical composition requires further broad studies. Nanomaterials such as carbon-based, metallic and metalloid nanoparticles play a pivotal role in tissue engineering [@b0050], [@b0055], [@b0060], [@b0065], [@b0070], [@b0075], [@b0080]. Nowadays, nanocarbon materials have been used extensively in energy transfer and energy storage applications. Fullerenes, graphene and CNTs are some of the most widely studied nanocarbon structures [@b0085], [@b0090]. These nanomaterials have diameters ranging from tens of nanometers to hundreds of nanometers [@b0095]. They possess unique structures and properties which make them promising candidate materials for use in biomedical applications, such as tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Moreover, carbon nanomaterials have been used as secondary structural reinforcing agents to enhance the mechanical properties of two- and three-dimensional cell culture scaffolds such as hydrogels and alginate gels [@b0100].

Graphene (G) materials may be superior to other carbon nanomaterials such as CNTs due to their lower levels of metallic impurities and the need for less time consuming purification processes to remove the entrapped nanoparticles [@b0105]. However, on the other hand, CNTs possess some unique properties like a cylindrical shape with nanometer scale diameters, longer lengths (4100 nm) and very large aspect ratios. Moreover other physical and mechanical properties of CNTs are important such as high tensile strength ≥50 GPa, Youngs modulus ≥1 TPa, conductivity σ~in~ ≥ 10^7^ S/m, maximum current transmittance J~in~ ≥ 100 MA/cm^2^, and density ρ ≤ 1600 kg/m^3^ [@b0085].

All carbon nanomaterials have been shown to be bioactive for one or more purposes. Many show a high capability for bone tissue engineering, with good mechanical properties, no cytotoxicity toward osteoblasts, and display an intrinsic antibacterial activity (without the use of any exogenous antibiotics) [@b0110]. Due to these advantageous properties they have been widely investigated for bone tissue engineering applications, either as a matrix material or as an additional reinforcing material in numerous polymeric nano-composites [@b0100]. In this review, the applications of carbon-based scaffolds including GO, CNTs, CDs, fullerenes, nanodiamonds (NDs) and their derivatives and compositions in bone tissue engineering have been covered ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Application of carbon-based nanomaterials as scaffolds in bone tissue engineering. Different carbon-based nanoparticles such as CNTs, G, fullerenes and CDs and NDs could act as scaffolds or matrices for various bone forming cells, growth factors and sources of calcium.

For broad and comprehensive coverage of the application of carbon nanomaterials in bone tissue engineering, the following keywords were employed: scaffold, GO, CNTs, fullerenes, CDs, nanodiamonds, bone tissue engineering, cell proliferation, osteogenic differentiation, cell spreading, biocompatibility, cytotoxicity and mechanical strength. The focus of this review is on reports that have been published in the last 3--4 years and have been cited in Google scholar and Scopus websites.

Graphene oxide in bone tissue engineering {#s0010}
=========================================

G is one allotrope of the crystalline forms of carbon, taking the form of a single monolayer of sp^2^-hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice. It is the basic structural element of many other allotropes of carbon, such as graphite, charcoal, CNTs and fullerenes. Each carbon atom has two σ-bonds and one out-of-plane π-bond linked to neighboring carbon atoms. This molecular structure is responsible for the high thermal and electrical conductivity, unique optical behaviors, excellent mechanical properties, extreme chemical stability, and a large surface area per unit mass. Additionally, by chemical and physical manipulation, G sheets can be restructured into single and multi-layered G or GO. GO is a compound of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen in variable molecular ratios, achieved by treating graphite with strong oxidizing agents. Because of the presence of oxygen, GO is more hydrophilic than pure G, and can more easily disperse in organic solvents, water, and different matrices [@b0115], [@b0120]. Recently, basic studies on the physicochemical properties GO, have shown that the hydrophilicity [@b0125], mechanical strength [@b0130], high surface area [@b0135] and adhesive forces [@b0140] are related to how the G sheets interact with each other. This interaction can occur by π-π stacking of [@b0145], electrostatic or ionic interactions, and van der Waals forces depending on the exact structure of the functionalized sheets. These various interactions make possible specifically tailored applications of GO-based materials for tissue engineering in different organs, biosensor technology, and medical therapeutics [@b0150], [@b0155]. Different "Gum-metal" titanium-based alloys like Ti(31.7)-Nb(6.21)-Zr(1.4)-Fe(0.16)-O can be admixed with GO-based materials to enhance their mechanical and electrical properties. Depending on the proposed application, GO can be functionalized in a number of ways. For instance, one way to ensure that the chemically-modified G disperses easily in organic solvents is to attach amine groups through organic covalent functionalization. This makes the material better suited to function in biodevices and for drug delivery [@b0160]. Reports have shown the beneficial effects of kaolin-based materials on the toxicity of G-based materials [@b0165], [@b0170]. Nowadays, the non-toxicity of G-based nanomaterials that are in the form of 2D-substrates or 3D-foams is the one of the most interesting issues in designing bioactive scaffolds for different human and animal stem cells differentiation processes [@b0090], [@b0105], [@b0175]. G-nanoparticle composites have also shown good potential in tissue engineering because of the appropriate ability for surface modification, acceptable cytotoxicity and biodegradability [@b0180]. In 2015, Xie et al. reported a facile and versatile method that can be used to synthesize these structures based on colloidal chemistry. In their study, they started with aqueous suspensions of both GO nano-sheets and citrate-stabilized hydroxyapatite (HAp) nanoparticles. Hydrothermal treatment of the blends of suspensions increased the G to GO ratio, and entrapped colloidal HAp nanoparticles into the 3D-G network owing to formation of a self-assembled graphite-like shell around them. Dialysis of this shell preparation led to deposition of uniform NPs onto the G walls. The results showed that G/HAp gels were extremely porous, mechanically strong, electrically conductive and biocompatible, thus promising as scaffolds for bone tissue engineering. This study has great importance because it studies the effects of G and GO sheet morphology on the artificial bone tissue quality. In 2015, Lee et al. investigated whether nanocomposites of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and HAp could promote the osteogenic differentiation of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts and stimulate new bone cell growth. rGO/HAp nanocomposites significantly promoted spontaneous osteo-differentiation of MC3T3-E1 cells without any inhibition of their proliferation. This improved osteogenesis was verified by measurement of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity as a marker of the early stage of osteo-differentiation and mineralization of calcium and phosphate as the late stage. Moreover, rGO/HAp nanocomposites meaningfully increased the expression process of osteopontin and osteocalcin. Likewise, rGO/HAp nanocomposite grafts were found to increase new bone cells formation in animal models without any inflammatory response. rGO/HAp nanocomposites could be suitable for the design of a new class of dental and orthopedic bone grafts to facilitate bone regeneration due to their ability to stimulate osteogenesis. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} displays field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of the rGO/HAp nanocomposites reported in the study [@b0185].Fig. 2FESEM images of rGO/HAp nanocomposites. The morphology of the HAp was irregular-shaped granules with a mean particle size of 960 ± 300 nm, with the HAp particles partly covered and interconnected by a network of rGO [@b0185]. Open access article with no copyright permission.

Acrylic polymers or polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) based materials have been applied in biomedical applications since the 1930s. They were first utilized for odontology and subsequently in orthopedic applications. Many attempts have been made to improve their mechanical properties due to their initial comparative weakness. One of the ways to accomplish this, is the addition of a reinforcing filler or fibers into the polymer matrix. Carbon based nanomaterials, including CNT powders, G and GO have been investigated due to their ability to improve the mechanical properties, thermal and electrical conductivity. For example, in 2017, Paz et al. studied G and GO nano-sized powders, with a loading ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 *w/w* % as reinforcement agents for PMMA bone cement. They examined the mechanical properties of the resulting PMMA/G and PMMA/GO nanocomposites such as: bending strength, bending modulus, compression strength, fracture toughness and fatigue performance. They found that the mechanical strength of PMMA/G and PMMA/GO bone cements was enhanced at low loading ratios (≤0.25 wt%), especially the fracture toughness and fatigue performance. This was attributed to the G and GO inducing deviations in the crack fronts and hampering crack propagation. It was also observed that a high functionalization ratio of GO (as compared with G) resulted in better improvements due to the creation of stronger interfacial adhesion between GO and PMMA. The use of a loading ratio ≥0.25 wt% led to a decrease in the mechanical properties as a consequence of the formation of agglomerates as well as to an improvement in the porosity [@b0190].

Moreover, the formation of highly porous 3D nanostructure networks and with a favorable microenvironment makes it possible to use GO in bone tissue engineering [@b0195]. In 2016, Kumar et al. prepared PEI (polyethyleneimine)/GO composites for application in bone tissue engineering as scaffolds. They claimed that the PEI/GO could encourage proliferation and formation of focal adhesion complexes in human mesenchymal stem cells cultured on poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL). The PEI/GO composite induced stem cell osteogenic differentiation causing near doubling of ALP expression and more mineralization compared to unmodified PCL with 5% filler content, and was about 50% better than GO alone. 5% PEI/GO was as effective as addition of soluble osteoinductive factors. They attributed this phenomenon to the enhanced absorption of osteogenic factors due to the amino and oxygen-containing functional groups on the PEI/GO leading to boosting of the stem cell differentiation process. Moreover, they reported that PEI/GO exhibited a better intrinsic bactericidal activity compared to neat PCL with 5% filler ingredients and GO alone. They concluded that PEI/GO-based polymer composites could function as resorbable bioactive biomaterials, as an alternative to using less stable biomolecules in the engineering orthopedic devices for fracture stabilization and tissue engineering. The polymer and GO nanocomposites not only have superior morphological properties for scaffolds, but their high bioactivity makes it possible to allow repair of bone defects [@b0200]. The mechanical strength and stability of the material is an important factor in the design of scaffolds for tissue engineering. GO-based composites possess highly porous structures and great mechanical strength that gives them good potential for bone regeneration scaffolds. Liang et al. reported that HAp/collagen (C)/poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)/GO (nHAp/C/PLGA/GO) composite scaffolds could stimulate proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) [@b0205]. They prepared nHAp/C/PLGA/GO nanomaterials with various GO weight percentage for preparation of scaffolds, measured the mechanical properties of the scaffold.Fig. 3Experimental schematic procedures for nHAp/C/PLGA/GO scaffold preparation [@b0205]. Open access article with no copyright permission.

The results showed that 1.5 wt% GO could increase the mechanical strength of the scaffold and provided a good substrate for adhesion and proliferation of the cells. In addition to these advantages, the presence of GO in (nHAp/C/PLGA/GO) improved the hydrophilic properties of the scaffolds, which can facilitate the adhesion of cells. Changes in contact angle with different percentages of GO increased the wettability of the scaffold surface due to the presence of more hydroxyl functional groups in the GO. The nHAp/C/PLGA/GO scaffolds showed different pore diameters (0--200 nm) and the sample with 1.5% GO had the best mechanical strength. Increasing the weight percentage of GO also increased the MC3T3-E1 osteoblast cell proliferation rate. There were more cells measured at 1, 3, 5 and 7 days with the nHAp/C/PLGA/GO scaffold with 1.5%wt GO compared to lower GO weight percentage. SEM images of the cell proliferation illustrated the GO effect ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). According to SEM images, the cell numbers (white areas) after 3, 5 and 7 days for 1.5% GO were higher than those with 0%, 0.5% and 1% GO [@b0205].Fig. 4SEM images of MC3T3-E1 osteoblast cell proliferation with different amounts of GO in the nHAp/C/PLGA/GO scaffolds. (NB the white areas shows the cells) [@b0205]. Open access article with no copyright permission.

Recently, Natarajan et al. described composites of galactitol-polyesters that had different percentages of GO and a high modulus and low toxicity. The mechanical strength decreased when the weight percentage of GO increased from 0.5 to 1.0%. A further increase of GO up to 2% wt gave an even worse influence on the mechanical stability. Therefore the GO weight percentage seems to be an important factor in scaffolds for bone regeneration [@b0210]. Recently, Zhou and coworkers developed composite fibrous scaffolds for bone regeneration produced from poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-4-hydroxybutyrate) and GO by an electrospinning fabrication technique. The obtained materials showed high porosity, hydrophilic surface, mechanical stability and could stimulate osteogenic differentiation [@b0215]. In another study, Luo et al. described the fabrication of PLGA-GO fibrous biomaterial scaffolds for bone regeneration with good cell adhesion that stimulated proliferation and osteogenic differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells. Composite scaffolds with GO and PLGA can stimulate expression of osteogenesis-related genes, which control the production and release osteocalcin and non-C proteins [@b0220]. GO composite scaffolds could also be candidates as sensitizing agents for photothermal therapy or magnetic hyperthermia of tumors. Zhang et al. described paramagnetic nanocomposite (Fe~3~O~4~/GO) scaffolds based on GO and Fe~3~O~4~ for hyperthermia of bone tumor cells for the first time. The tumor cells could proliferate on the scaffold substrate, and when an adjustable external magnetic field was applied there was a controllable increase in temperature. Three-dimensional β-tricalcium phosphate-based scaffolds with surfaces modified by Fe~3~O~4~/GO (named β-TCP--Fe--GO) could also be employed in bone regeneration. The external magnetic field could increase the tumor cell temperature up to 50--80 °C, for a 1% Fe~3~O~4~/GO composite. 75% of the target cells were destroyed, and moreover the results for osteogenic differentiation and proliferation of rabbit bone marrow stromal cells (rBMSCs) were better than without β-TCP--Fe--GO [@b0225].

Recent studies have suggested that the presence of certain metal ions at precise concentrations in scaffold materials could accelerate bone cell proliferation. In this regard, Kumar et al. investigated strontium ion release from hybrid rGO(rGO-Sr) nanoparticles and its effect on osteoblast proliferation and differentiation. They used a PCL matrix with rGO-Sr composite for the scaffold with a strontium weight percentage in rGO of 22% [@b0230]. The advantages of GO in tissue engineering can be summarized as mechanical strength and hydrophilicity to enhance the scaffolds, increasing the adhesion, and accelerating the proliferation of cells. One example is a poly(propylenefumarate)/polyethyleneglycol/GO-nanocomposite-based scaffold (PPF/PEG-GO) reported by Díez-Pascual et al. Their studies showed that the PPF/PEG-GO nanocomposite was the best candidate for bone tissue engineering and medical applications. Along with different amounts of PEG in the PPF polymer, the addition of GO enhanced the physiochemical properties of the PPF/PEG based scaffold. The increase in mechanical strength, biodegradability, a high rate of cell growth and osteogenic differentiation of bone cells on this scaffold were better than the PPF/PEG-based polymer alone. The SEM images and schematic representation of the composite are shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} [@b0235].Fig. 5SEM image of PPF/PEG-GO composite and molecular representation of PPF matrix with PEG-GO that have been applied as a scaffold for bone tissue engineering [@b0235]. Copyright ACS reprinted with permission.

In continue, Song et al. developed a composite foam with 3D-rGO and polypyrrole on nickel as a mechanically stable bone regeneration scaffold. This demonstrated good ability to stimulate MC3T3-E1 osteoblastic cell proliferation (6.6 times). This new class of scaffold were fabricated using a layer-by-layer (LBL) method and an electrochemical deposition technique, proposed to be a low-cost and simple strategy for scaffold fabrication [@b0240]. However, one of unsolved challenges in bone tissue engineering is the weak attachment between biopolymers and bioceramics at the molecular scale. However, Peng et al. reported the application of GO as a potential solution for this problem. They reported that electrostatic and π-π interactions have a key role in the formation of strong interactions between polyether-etherketone (PEEK) biopolymer and HAp bioceramic [@b0245]. Scaffolds are highly porous biomaterials which can be used as drug loading vehicles to reduce pain and inflammation in surgical sites in the bone. Ji et al. introduced an aspirin-loaded C-GO-HAp-based scaffold, fabricated by LBL biomineralization technique. The loading and controlled release of aspirin from the porous scaffold substrate (300 nm pore size) significantly reduced pain and inflammation in the bone surgical site. Wu et al. prepared a GO-based β-tricalcium phosphate bioactive ceramic as a bone regeneration scaffold with high osteogenic ability both *in vivo* and *in vitro.* They found that the addition of GO to β-tricalcium phosphate improved osteogenic proliferation and activated signaling pathways within human bone cells compared to β-tricalcium phosphate alone [@b0250]. The adhesion of bone cells to the underlying substrate is one of the important factors that can influence the mechanical properties of the bone produced in tissue engineering. In recent years, many studies have concentrated on this issue. For instance, Mahmoudi et al. developed a nanofibrous matrix for enhancement of adhesive forces between bone cells, using electrospun material. They used biopolymers and GO hybrids for this purpose with good mechanical strength and biocompatibility, and subsequently an efficient wound closure rate. The experimental design process of this material is illustrated in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} [@b0255].Fig. 6The fabrication process of the biopolymer-GO composite involves chitosan (CS), poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) and GO using an electrospinning method [@b0255]. Copyright Elsevier reprinted with permission.

In summary, GO based materials have a broad range of applications in bone regeneration and tissue engineering. The high surface area, suitable wettability, remarkable mechanical properties, high adhesion ability, and rapid onset of stimulation effects are impressive advantages of GO nanomaterials. Moreover, these materials can solve the weak interaction between bioceramics and biopolymers by introducing strong electrostatic and π-π stacking interactions. Therefore, GO will likely continue to attract the attention of scientists for bone regeneration and other fields of tissue engineering in the future. Three points concerning the use of GO in bone tissue engineering scaffolds are as follows. Firstly, the presence of GO in the natural biopolymer-based scaffolds has better stimulant effects on the mineralization process of bone tissue in comparison to synthetic polymers. Secondly, the presence of GO in the polymeric scaffold matrix can facilitate the growth of bone cells and their spreading process on the scaffold surface for both the natural and synthetic polymers, but the fraction of dead cells on the GO synthetic polymer scaffold was higher than GO natural biopolymer scaffold. Thirdly, although the fraction of dead cells on the GO synthetic polymer scaffold was higher than GO natural biopolymer, GO natural biopolymer scaffolds can produce bone tissues with better mechanical strength.

A summary of reports about GO nanomaterials and their application in bone tissue engineering is shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The contents of this Table cover physiochemical properties of GO nanomaterials, synthesis methods, clinical trials and the type of scaffolds that have been used. Also, the various stem cells, different growth factors and nanomaterials that have been applied.Table 1Applications of GO-based nanoparticles in bone tissue engineering.Method of NP synthesisType of NPsGrowth factorCell typeMechanical strength (MPa)ApplicationRef.Electrostatic LBL assembly followed by electrochemical depositionHAp and polypyrroleN/AMC3T3-E1 osteoblast185.94 ± 10.76N/A[@b0240]Biomineralization of GO/C scaffoldsCBMP-2Bone marrow stromal cells0.65*In vivo* and *in vitro*[@b0260]Modified "Hummers and Offeman" methodHApN/AOsteogenesis of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts--*In vivo*[@b0265]LBL technique with biomimetic mineralizationC-HAp nanocomposite filmN/AmMSCs--*In vitro*[@b0270]Modified Hummer's methodC/Hyaluronic acid (HA) containing an osteogenesis-inducing drug simvastatin (SV)N/AMC3T3 cells10.0*In vitro*[@b0275]Modified Hummer's methodPLGA, tussah silk fibroin (SF)N/AmMSCs53*In vivo*[@b0280]Modified Hummers methodC/PVP nanocompositeN/ARat mesenchymal stem cell line14 ± 0.7*In vivo* and *in vitro*[@b0255]Modified Hummers methodPLGA nanofiber scaffoldsN/AMesenchymal stem cells134.4 ± 26.5N/A[@b0285]Modified Hummers methodSodium titanateN/AHuman periodontal ligament stem cells--*In vitro*[@b0290]Prepared by chemical oxidation of graphite flakes following a modified Hummers processHAp rods with good biocompatibility incorporated into PLAN/AHuman osteoblast cell line Saos-212.69 ± 0.86N/A[@b0295]Modified Hummers and Offeman methodC spongeN/AOsteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cell0.125*In vitro* and *in vivo*[@b0300]Modified Hummers and Offeman methodHApN/AHuman mesenchymal stem cells--*In vitro*[@b0305]N/APMMA/PLC fluorapatite (FA)N/AMG63 osteoblast cells66.5 ± 4.4*In vitro*[@b0310]

Carbon nanotubes in bone tissue engineering {#s0015}
===========================================

CNTs are allotropes of carbon with a long thin cylindrical morphology. They have unique properties that make them useful materials in different fields such as electronics, nanotechnology, optics, and particularly in the human-machine interface at a cellular level. SWCNT and multi wall CNT (MWCNT) are of considerable interest for a variety of biomedical purposes based on their impressive physical properties. They have a tensile strength ≥50 GPa, Young's modulus ≥1 TPa, conductivity σ~in~ ≥ 10^7^ S/m, maximum current transmittance J~in~ ≥ 100 MA/cm^2^, density ρ ≤ 1600 kg/m^3^, all of which are important in these advanced biocompatible composite materials [@b0085], [@b0315], [@b0320]. The SWCNTs have a diameter about 0.8--2 nm. The length of CNTs varies from less than 100 nm to as long as several cm. Nanobiomaterials like CNTs with protein/peptide attachments have been widely studied and optimized using material engineering methods. However pristine CNTs need to be functionalized in order to be used effectively. The biocompatibility of CNTs is still uncertain, due to their toxic nature and insolubility, and their similarity to asbestos fibers. Additional investigations are required to assure their biocompatibility. In spite of these reservations, there is no doubt that the CNTs could be extremely promising because of their exceptional mechanical strength, ultrahigh specific surface area, excellent electrical and thermal conductivity. The two categories of CNTs, SWCNTs and MWCNTs can both be used in tissue engineering. In SWCNTs, a cylindrical tube-like structure is formed by rolling up a single G sheet; while MWCNTs are made of multi-layered G cylinders with higher diameter (∼5 nm; depending on the number of layers) that are concentrically nested like rings in a tree trunk. Both SWCNT and MWCNT show high tensile strength, ultra-lightweight and high chemical and thermal stability. Moreover, it has been proved that CNTs can buckle and reversibly collapse as determined by the stiffness and resilience. CNTs have an axial Young's modulus of about 1 TPa and a tensile strength of 150 GPa caused by the hexagonal molecular network having high stiffness of the C---C bonds. Consequently, CNTs function as stiff materials, which have the capacity to deform either electrically or under compression. The modification of the CNT surface or functionalization of their surface can be an efficient method for enhancement of cell-scaffold interactions and subsequently the cell spreading on the scaffold surface microenvironment. For functionalization of the CNT surface, many strategies have been reported. Covalent functionalization is divided into three major approaches: (i) Cationic, anionic and radical polymerization; (ii) Click chemistry (biomolecules, metal hybrids nanomaterials and macromolecules); and (iii) Electrochemical polymerization. In order to compare and contrast covalent and non-covalent functionalization methods for CNTs, their general features are summarized below [@b0325].*Non-Covalent Functionalization:*•van der Waals interaction•Structural network is retained•No loss of electronic properties•Wrapping of molecules around the CNT surface•Uses adsorption of polymers, surfactants, biomolecules, nanoparticles, etc.*Covalent Functionalization:*•Formation of stable chemical bonds•Destruction of some π-bonds•Loss of electronic properties•Uses side-wall attachment and end-cap attachment•Reactions include oxidation, halogenation, amidation, thiolation, hydrogenation, etc.

The broad polymeric materials have been used for functionalization of CNTs for scaffold designing aims. The synthetic and natural biopolymers are their general categories. Biodegradable polymers such as PVA (polyvinyl alcohol), PEG [@b0330], PLGA, PLA, and PU (polyurethane) [@b0335] which are all synthetic polymers, and C, gelatin, CS, and SF (natural polymers) [@b0340], [@b0345], [@b0350], as well as biodegradable ceramics, such as bioactive glass [@b0355], [@b0360] have all been reported to serve as scaffolds for tissue engineering. The use of some kinds of materials is limited in bone tissue, because of specific disadvantages. These include polymers (because of their poor mechanical strength and Young's modulus,) and ceramics (because of their brittleness). Shokri et al. presented a new approach to fabrication of a nanocomposite scaffold for bone tissue engineering by using a composite of bioactive glass (BG), CNTs, and CS in different ratios. They found that a specific combination of these three materials had the best mechanical, chemical, and cell-stimulating properties, and was the most appropriate for repairing trabecular bone tissue [@b0365]. In 2016, Li et al. successfully fabricated CNT-HAp composites by a double *in situ* synthesis, combining the first *in situ* synthesis of CNTs in HAp powder by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), with a second encapsulation of CNTs into HAp by a sol-gel method. The flexural strength of the composite was up to 1.6 times higher than that of pure HAp, and higher than that of conventionally prepared CNT/HAp composites. These CNT/HAp composites increased the proliferation of fibroblast cells in comparison to those fabricated by traditional methods. ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}) [@b0370].Fig. 7Fabrication procedure of CNT/HAp composites: (A) *In situ* synthesis steps of CNT/HAp composite powders by CVD: (a) preparation process of the catalyst precursor by a deposition-precipitation route, (b) formation of the Fe~2~O~3~/HAp catalyst precursor (first calcination process), (c) homogeneous spread of the active Fe nanoparticles on the surface of HAp powder, (d) *in situ* synthesis of CNTs on HAp particles by CVD; (B) *in situ* modification of the CNTs with HAp by a sol-gel method: (e) preparation of the colloids, (f) formation of the colloids by aging for 24 h, (g) formation of the CNTs at HAp powder (twice calcination), (h) fabrication of the bulk composite by pressing and sintering steps [@b0370]. Copyright Elsevier reprinted with permission.

In 2016, Zhang et al. fabricated nanoHAp/polyamide-66 (nHAp/PA66) porous scaffolds by a phase inversion method. In their study, CNTs and SF were used to modify the surface of the nHAp/PA66 scaffolds by freeze-drying and cross-linking. The nHAp/PA66 scaffolds with CNTs and SF performed well as bone tissue engineering scaffolds. Furthermore, a dexamethasone (DEX)-loaded CNT/SF-nHAp/PA66 composite scaffold could promote osteogenic differentiation of bone mesenchymal stem cells, and drug-loaded scaffolds were proposed to function as effective bone tissue engineering scaffolds. Many studies have been reported concerning the effect of CNTs coated on scaffold surfaces on cell growth and proliferation [@b0375], [@b0380], [@b0385], [@b0390], [@b0395]. Hirata et al. studied 3D-C scaffolds coated with MWCNTs and investigated cell adhesion to MWCNT-coated C sponges. Their analysis of the actin stress fibers revealed that after seven days of culture, stress was more evident in Saos2 cells growing on CNT-coated materials. MWCNT-coating creates a more suitable 3D scaffold for cell culture compared to SWCNTs [@b0385]. Studying the impacts of LBL assembled CNT-composite on osteoblasts *in vitro* and on *in vivo* rat bone tissue, Bhattacharya et al. found that CNT-coated materials could increase cell differentiation as measured by ALP activity. These studies suggested that CNTs might have some interesting biofunctionalities [@b0390], [@b0400], [@b0405]. Zanello et al. studied the use of CNTs for osteoblast proliferation and bone formation, concluding that CNTs carrying a neutral electric charge produced the highest rate of cell growth, and observed the production of plate-like crystals correlating with a change in the cell attachment in osteoblasts cultured on MWNTs [@b0400]. Cellular senescence in biological organs frequently occurs through an ontogenetic process, and occurs naturally to a great extent in embryogenesis. It is a natural and necessary process in the development of individual organisms and in organs. Chen et al. synthesized surface-modified PCL-PLA acid scaffolds using a combination of self-assembled heterojunction CNTs and insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF1). They investigated cellular senescence and the possible underlying mechanism by characterizing the functionality and cell biology features of these scaffolds and demonstrated the anti-senescence functionality of the self-assembled heterojunction CNT-modified scaffolds in bone tissue engineering, being able to accelerate bone healing with extremely low *in vivo* toxicity [@b0410]. Park et al. suggested a new method for the biosynthesis of a CNT-based 3D scaffold by *in situ* hybridizing CNTs with bacterial cellulose (BC). As there are some difficulties in the fabrication of 3D-microporous structures using CNTs [@b0415], [@b0420], [@b0425], [@b0430], [@b0435], the *in vivo* applications of CNTs are still very limited. In order to have enough surface and space for cell adhesion, migration, growth, and tissue formation in tissue engineering scaffolds, it is necessary to construct the 3D-microporous structure. Because of the structural features of MWCNTs, 3D-MWCNT-based morphologies are considered a good choice for scaffolds/matrices in tissue engineering [@b0440]. To obtain effective bone grafts, the use of nano-scale fibers was reported [@b0445]. The appropriate mechanical properties allowed better cell attachment to these fibers. DeVolder et al. developed a PLGA-C hydrogel system which can be used to enhance the performance of osteoconductive matrices [@b0450]. Henriksson and Berglund studied the structure, as well as the physical and mechanical properties of nanocomposite films constructed from microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) and from MFC in combination with melamine formaldehyde (MF), and confirmed that the BC had a 3D-microporous structure. Other studies have shown that some structural aspects of BC are favorable for tissue engineering scaffold applications, including large pores and the presence of nano-scale fibers in the 3D-structure [@b0455], [@b0460], [@b0465], [@b0470]. As a result, Park et al. proposed the hybridization of CNTs with BC to provide an environment suitable for bone regeneration *in vivo,* combining the osteogenic effects of CNTs and the good scaffold properties of BC. C is a natural polymer suitable for construction of biocompatible cell scaffolds. The structural properties and cellular interactions of C with a wide range of other biomaterials used in tissue engineering have been studied [@b0475], [@b0480], [@b0485]. Among the different types of C, Type I C is the major organic component of bone tissue. In this regard, having analyzed a 3D-biocomposite scaffold produced using a combination of type I C, mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) and MWCNTs, Valverde et al. showed that combinations of type I C, MTA and MWCNT are biocompatible, and therefore may be useful as bone tissue mimetics. The 3D-scaffold fabrication and experimental design are depicted in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}. As a brief explanation, the MTAs are calcium silicate materials that have been used for stimulating the biomineralization process in bone tissue engineering [@b0490].Fig. 8Schematic of 3D scaffold fabrication and parameters varied in experimental design and TEM image of cell proliferation on scaffolds in Ref. [@b0490]. Copyright Elsevier reprinted with permission.

Because of the tunable properties of synthetic polymers, they have attracted great interest in the tissue engineering field. PVA has appropriate physicochemical properties and a biocompatible nature so it has been used in tissue engineering, wound dressings and drug delivery [@b0495], [@b0500]. On the other hand, PVA has poor mechanical strength. This disadvantage of PVA has limited its applications in bone tissue engineering. Hence, many researchers have tried to improve the mechanical and biological performance of PVA as a biomaterial. One way is to add an appropriate and biocompatible reinforcement material into the PVA matrix in order to improve the mechanical features. The reinforcement of the polymer matrix by CNT may result in improved mechanical and viability [@b0505]. Kaur and Thirugnanam demonstrated the utility of PVA--CNT nanocomposite scaffolds for accelerating bone tissue regeneration, especially when the concentration of CNT was relatively low. They also showed that the dispersion of CNT in PVA matrix was homogeneous because of the interactions between carboxylic acid functionalized CNT with PVA, and this combination resulted in improvement in the surface morphology, biological activity, protein adsorption, and mechanical properties of the nanocomposite scaffolds [@b0510]. Although it is widely accepted that CNTs have unique properties, there is one drawback that may limit the application of CNTs in the field of biomechanics. The outer walls of pristine CNTs are relatively inert and do not undergo many chemical reactions. As a result, in order to provide biocompatibility and solubility [@b0515], [@b0520] special functionalization methods are required. In this regard, there are two approaches, which are noncovalent and covalent functionalization [@b0515], [@b0520]. In the noncovalent approach, long polymer chains (e.g. polystyrene sulfonate) are wrapped around the CNTs and the CNTs are dispersed in the polymer matrix, while in the covalent or chemical approach, direct covalent bonds are formed with the carbon atoms [@b0525]. Noncovalent modification involves relatively mild conditions (sonication, room temperature, etc.) and does not affect the basic CNT structure [@b0530] nor their optical and electrical properties [@b0515], [@b0520], [@b0525], [@b0530], [@b0535]. The covalent approach is used in most of the current functionalization methods and also ensures a strong bond between the CNTs and the coupling agent. However covalent modification may result in partially loss of the mechanical strength of CNTs (depending on the severity of the oxidation conditions) and also takes a longer time than noncovalent modification [@b0540].

In the comparison between different types of CNTs, and their influence on bone cell growth and attachment, the structural and molecular interactions within the scaffold microenvironments can be discussed. SWCNTs with their high specific surface area can supply more sites for efficient adhesion of cells on the scaffolds, while for MWCNTs, it is possible that the more aggregated state of MWCNTs will disrupt the efficient connection between the cells and the scaffold surface. Although the cytotoxicity of CNTs in bone tissue engineering is still a challenge because of the complicated interactions between CNTs and cellular processes, the presence of CNTs in the scaffold matrix could enhance cell-scaffold interactions. Because of the smaller number of oxygen atoms contained in the functional groups of functionalized CNTs, the cell spreading and aggregation in the scaffold microenvironments are less efficient than GO-based scaffolds. Some reports that discussed the application of CNT-based materials in bone tissue engineering have been summarized in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Application of carbon nanotubes in bone tissue engineering.SizeMethod of NP synthesisType of NPsGrowth factorCell typeMechanical strength (MPa)ApplicationRef.10--20 nm*In situ* hybrids CNTs with bacterial celluloseBCCol-BMP-2Osteogenic cells0.474*In situ*[@b0415]15 nmThermalHApN/AHuman osteoblast sarcoma cell lines.--*In vitro*[@b0545]30 to\
70--175 nmCVDHApCCK-8(Cell Counting Kit-8)Osteoblastic and fibroblast (L-929) cells89*In situ*[@b0370]9.5 nmFreeze drying methodPVAN/AOsteoblast cells215.00 ± 9.20*In vitro*[@b0510]N/ACVDG/SWCNTN/ArMSCs--N/A[@b0550]30 nm and a length of 10--30 μmCVDG nanosheets and HAp-PEEKN/AMG-63 cells and hBMSCs78.65*In vitro*[@b0555]N/AN/AC/ COOH-SWCNTs nanocomposite filmsTGF-Beta 1rBMSCs--*In vitro*[@b0560]\<8 nmFreeze drying methodPolysaccharide HApN/AMG 63 cell line0.222*In vitro*[@b0565]20--25 nmN/AHApN/AHuman fibroblast cells (CCD-18 Co)37.43*In vitro*[@b0570]S-CNTs, 10--20 nm L-CNTs, 40--60 nm in lengthN/ASurface-modified PCL/PLA scaffoldsInsulin-like growth factor-1rBMSCs--*In vitro*[@b0410]\<8 nmFreeze drying methodTricomponent scaffold with an oxidized fMWCNT alginate HApN/AMG-63 cell line0.072*In vitro*[@b0575]10--20 nmThermalPoly (butylene adipate-co-terephthalate) (PBAT)N/AMG63 osteoblast-like cells3.5*In vitro*[@b0580]200--1200 nmN/ABG and CN/AMG63 osteoblast cell line4.6 ± 0.5*In vitro*[@b0365]N/AArc discharge methodType I C, MTAN/Aosteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells--*In vitro*[@b0490]9.5 nmN/A3D C scaffold and β-tricalcium phosphate (β TCP) nanoparticlesN/AFibroblast cells--N/A[@b0585]

Carbon dots in bone tissue engineering {#s0020}
======================================

The term CDs refers to the zero dimensional carbon nanomaterials about 10 nm in size [@b0590]. CDs can be spherical [@b0595], crystalline or amorphous containing sp^2^ [@b0600] or sp^3^ hybridized carbon atoms that have been synthesized with laser irradiation on carbon sources [@b0605]. The interesting physical and optical properties of CDs have encouraged their use for biological application [@b0610]. CDs have a broad band of wavelength absorption ranging from 260 to 320 nm [@b0615], [@b0620] and size-dependent optical emission, a high quantum yield for photoluminescence [@b0625], low toxicity [@b0630], [@b0635] a tunable surface that have been explained broadly by the Wang group [@b0640], [@b0645] and suitable electron transfer properties [@b0650], [@b0655]. These properties make CDs a good option for applications in biomedicine [@b0660], biosensors [@b0665], [@b0670], [@b0675], solar cells [@b0680], [@b0685], supercapacitors [@b0690] and photocatalysts [@b0695], [@b0700]. Recently, the potential of CDs and other carbon nanomaterials has been tested in bioimaging applications [@b0615], [@b0705], drug delivery [@b0710] and in bone tissue engineering fields [@b0715]. Other applications have involved optoelectronics [@b0720], biosensing [@b0725], bioimaging [@b0730], medicinal [@b0735] and catalysis [@b0740]. CDs-based biological scaffolds have been suggested as materials for bone regeneration, and to repair bone defects. Gogoi et al. developed CD-peptide composites embedded in a tannic acid and PU matrix for *in vivo* bone regeneration. Their results indicated that a mixture of 10% wt gelatin in polymeric CD-peptide exhibited the best biological activity, in terms of osteoblastic adhesion, osteogenic differentiation, and cell proliferation [@b0745]. According to this work, four different peptides (viz. SVVYGLR [@b0750], PRGDSGYRGDS [@b0755], IPP [@b0760], CGGKVGKACCVPTKLSPISVLYK [@b0765]) could be used as bioactive properties in scaffolds. These four peptides can stimulate angiogenesis, adhesion, osteoblast differentiation, and osteogenesis, respectively. In another report, they found that a CD\@HAp composite in a PU matrix as a scaffold (CD\@HAp/PU) showed good biological activity. This new CD-based scaffold exhibited good potential for bone tissue engineering and used cheap and disposable materials for the hydrothermal synthesis of HAp. The best Ca/P (calcium/phosphorus) ratio that was obtained (1.69) compared well with that of natural bone sample Ca/P ratio (1.67). Study in MG 63 osteoblastic cells revealed that these CD-based nanocomposites had excellent mechanical properties and good osteogenic activity. According to the results, the uniform distribution of the CDs in HAp, and cross-link formation between CDs and PU were the reasons for the high mechanical strength of the scaffolds. Some studies have indicated that the effect of surface functionalization on cross-link formation improves intermolecular interactions and mechanical properties in scaffolds. Cell proliferation results showed that CD-based scaffolds were superior to CD-free scaffolds after 7 days. The CDs help the HAp to distribute uniformly on the polymer matrix for efficient bone regeneration. The efficient proliferation of mesenchymal stem cells plays a key role in replacing damaged or defective organs such as bone tissue. One of the main challenges in the bone tissue engineering field is the efficient mineralization throughout the entire body of the scaffold. CDs with appropriate shape and size can help to solve this problem. Shao et al. introduced CDs as novel materials for efficient osteogenic differentiation of rBMSCs and improvement of the mineralization process. In addition to these advantages, the biocompatibility, nontoxicity and facilitation of osteoblastic gene expression are other benefits of CDs [@b0770]. Sarkar et al. developed CD-carboxymethylcellulose-HAp as a material for osteogenic bone regeneration scaffolds. They suggested that the simple one-pot fabrication method with good biocompatibility, excellent ability for drug loading and specific bone regeneration properties was highly economical [@b0775].

In summary, the unique optical, structural and electron transfer properties of CDs open the way to novel medical, catalytic, bioimaging, biosensing, optoelectronic and especially biological applications. One of the best and critical biological applications of CDs concerns bone tissue engineering. Briefly, the efficient cell interactions and cross-link formation of CDs provided excellent mechanical properties of bone regeneration scaffolds. The uniform and regular distribution of CDs in the matrix can help improve the biological activity of cells. The simple fabrication methods and low toxicity are the most prominent properties of CDs in bone tissue engineering scaffolds. Basically, CDs have been used as an agent that can stimulate osteogenic activity. Therefore, in comparison to the other types of carbon nanomaterials, this ability of CDs is rare. Additionally, the significant effect of CDs on the mechanical strength of the formed bone tissue is related to the density of cells on the scaffold; this issue is more significant for CDs in comparison to other carbon nanomaterials.

Fullerenes in bone tissue engineering {#s0025}
=====================================

Fullerenes are closed cage structures composed of sp^2^ hybridized carbon atoms, with a roughly spherical shape. The C60 and C70 fullerenes are more common than other types of fullerenes. Fullerene materials, have attractive physiochemical properties, which have applications in medicinal chemistry [@b0780], to perturb biological membranes and exert antibacterial activity [@b0785], and in pharmacology [@b0790]. The biological application of fullerene materials opens new avenues in bone tissue engineering. The spherical molecular structure of fullerenes make it possible to use them as free radical scavenger agents in biomedicine [@b0795], [@b0800]. For example, fullerene materials show interesting behavior as HIV inhibitors [@b0805] and as neuroprotective agents [@b0810]. Applications in bone tissue engineering have attracted attention of many researchers in recent years, due to observations of an increase in adhesion of cells onto fullerene biomaterials. Bacakova et al. developed carbon nanofibers coated with fullerene layers, which could enhance the adhesion of osteoblastic MG 63 cells, and also increase the cell proliferation up to 4.5 time over 7 days [@b0815]. This group also described fullerene-based microarrays prepared using a metallic "nano-mask" to improve the growth and adhesion of MG 63 osteoblastic bone cells. The hierarchical surface morphology played a key role in cell growth, the cells localized almost exclusively in the grooves between the prominences. In addition, the fullerene-based biomaterial did not allow the cells to grow more than 1 µm in height. The hydrophobic surface of fullerene materials could be the reason for this observation [@b0820]. In another report, this group suggested that fullerenes and other carbon nanoparticle could be therapeutic agents for arthritic bone diseases. Their results indicated that fullerene materials were safe and did not cause DNA damage or alter the morphology of MG 63 and U-2 OS osteoblastic cells, but could increase the biological activity of bone cells [@b0825]. Krishnan et al. described a new method for the fabrication and deposition of fullerene nanowhiskers onto scaffolds to stimulate growth of osteoblastic MG 63 bone cells. This was accomplished by rotational flow of solutions containing fullerene nanowhiskers allowing the deposition of regular aligned arrays on a glass substrate. They found that the regular aligned deposition of fullerene nanowhiskers had better biological activity than a random deposition. The distance of the glass substrate from the vortex center played a key role in the alignment morphology. Samples fabricated at the edge part of the vortex solution had more regular morphology than samples from central parts of the vortex. A schematic of this sample fabrication is shown in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} [@b0830].Fig. 9Schematic representation of vortex solution method for fullerene nanowhiskers deposition on glass substrates and different alignments of nanowhiskers [@b0830]. Copyright ACS reprinted with permission.

Scaffolds of fullerene materials have specific situations in various and broad range of scaffolds in bone tissue engineering. They have good stimulant effects on bone cell proliferation and only low cytotoxicity. Fullerene-based scaffolds have more hydrophobicity and more roughness. This may increase the ability to controlling the cell attachment, improving the bone tissue thickness, and subsequently the mineralization process that is a truly unique property of carbon nanomaterials. The shape of the fullerene molecule makes it possible to organize and control the morphology of the final bone tissue.

Nanodiamond particles (NDs) in bone tissue engineering {#s0030}
======================================================

ND particles are a new type of semiconductor quantum dots with advanced applications in medicine and biotechnology [@b0835]. The first nano-scale diamond particles were introduced in 1960s, but they remained relatively unknown until the late 1990s. After that they attracted attention since they exhibited various useful properties [@b0840]. They have high surface areas and tunable surface structures, with useful mechanical and optical properties [@b0845]. These particles are very rigid, biocompatible, conductive, electrically resistant and chemically stable [@b0850]. Multifunctional bone scaffolds can be designed from different polymers and nanoparticles. However, an important future role of NDs particles in tissue engineering cannot be neglected [@b0855]. Zhang et al. fabricated a special bone scaffold using PLLA polymer and octadecylamine-functionalized NDs (ND-ODA) ([Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}). These scaffolds were fluorescent and stable as a result of the NDs component. Moreover, they had not adverse effects on cell proliferation and were considered to be safe. In this study, the combination of ND-ODA/PLLA with murine osteoblast (7F2) cells for more than one week showed less harmful consequences. Moreover, NDs and ND-ODA were non-toxic and biodegradable and could be a good alternative in bone tissue engineering [@b0860].Fig. 10Schematic image of the synthesis of PLLA and ND-ODA and its function in bone tissue engineering [@b0860].

Following this investigation, Zhang et al. achieved a significant enhancement in the properties of ND-ODA/PLLA scaffolds in bone tissue engineering. They added 10% wt of ND-ODA to pure PLLA which resulted in 280% enhancement of the strain at failure and a 310% improvement of the fracture force in tensile strength [@b0865]. In another study conducted by Parizek et al. polymers coated with NDs, were fabricated for bone tissue engineering. They utilized the electrospinning method for this purpose. Nanofibrous membranes included a PLGA copolymer and NDs gave nanoparticles with 270 ± 9 nm diameter. However, pure PLGA nanoparticles were 218 ± 4 nm diameter. Moreover, the areas of the fiber pores were 0.46 ± 0.02 μm^2^ and 1.28 ± 0.09 μm^2^ in pure PLGA samples. Therefore, PLGA-ND exhibited thicker and smaller fibers in comparison to pure PLGA. They found that PLGA-ND had high mechanical resistance and could bind to human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells and enable them to proliferate. The advancements of this technique are being safe and non-toxic, as well as being non-inflammatory [@b0870]. Various significant properties of ND particles makes them reliable and suitable for a broad range of biomaterial and medical applications, including those in bone tissue engineering [@b0875], [@b0880]. As a final note, NDs are known to be the only non-toxic carbon nanomaterial, that recently has been used for bone tissue engineering. In comparison to the other carbon nanomaterials, the acceptable mechanical strength, efficient osteogenic activity, good stimulatory effects on the mineralization, together with anti-inflammatory properties are the main advantage of these nanomaterials.

Conclusions and future perspectives {#s0035}
===================================

In this review, the application of carbon nanomaterials as biologically compatible, mechanically stable and commercially viable candidates for use in bone tissue engineering successfully has been summarized. Many nanocarbon allotropes such as GO, CNTs, CDs, fullerenes, NDs and their derivatives have high potential for use as scaffolds for bone cell proliferation and could be used for bone repair applications. The large surface area, good biocompatibility, appropriate biodegradability and excellent stimulation effects on gene expression and proliferation in bone cells are the main advantages compared to other materials. Nevertheless, further study about the low cytotoxicity and possible adverse environmental effects will be necessary before these materials can be clinically tested. Studies into these materials are remarkably expanding, and the next few years will tell us whether their promise will be fulfilled. The availability of carbon nanomaterials on a commercial scale, and their relatively simple synthetic methods can facilitate the usage of these nanomaterials in clinical applications. The cytotoxicity of these materials is mostly acceptable for artificial bone tissue production, but for some of them the risk of unwanted cell death and disruption of cell growth is higher. Although there are limited reports about controlling the cytotoxicity of scaffolds, their cytotoxic effects or disruption of pathways are still unknown. The ability of carbon nanomaterials to undergo surface modification with different chemical compositions or functional groups, are another advantage of these materials, that make it possible to control cell-scaffold interactions. The cell spreading on the scaffold surface directly depends on the chemical composition, and the presence of oxygen containing functional groups that can facilitate cell movement and cell-cell communication. With regard to mechanical properties, carbon nanomaterials can overcome the challenges of the poor mechanical strength of some scaffolds that has caused problems for many years. The large specific surface area, high porosity and effective biological interactions suggests these nanomaterials may be the most appropriate scaffolds for bone tissue engineering. Finally, evidence shows the good biodegradability of carbon nanomaterials in bone tissue engineering process. The cellular behavior, nutrient exchange efficiency, and the cellular microenvironment on the scaffold surface can be affected by the biodegradation process emphasizing the need for preparation with the highest possible quality.
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